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What a barn find. Bob Helm’s photo of a Porsche 904 ‘project car’ that’s close
to completion after many years is so good it warrants including the full
(uncropped) version seen here.
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MONTHLY MEETINGS AND UP-COMING EVENTS
March Monthly Meeting Topic
Tech night
WHAT: Monthly Meeting
WHEN: Wed., March 15, @ 7:00pm
WHERE: Bung’s Tavern

In March we will have a series of
discussions on both street and track
related tech topics. Our panel will
describe the finer – and possibly
overlooked – aspects of brake systems, IMS bearings and other subjects. Members are
encouraged to bring their tech-related questions or issues to the meeting – you can add to the
discussions and might just get a free expert consultation!

We’ll have complementary hoagies and beer!

April Monthly Meeting Topic
Spring Social

Please join us at our annual Spring Dinner Social on Saturday, April 1st !
We’ll return to Tarantella's in Medford, NJ to enjoy family style
dinner and beverages on the Club – NO FOOLING!
See the registrstion form in this issue and on the website.
See Tarantella's website: http://www.tarantellaristorante.com
WHAT: Monthly Meeting
WHEN: Wed., May 17 @ 7:00pm
WHERE: Bung’s Tavern

May Monthly Meeting Topic
Porsche trivia night and an Invited Speaker

Our May meeting topic will be a discussion on rare and collectable
Porsches from 356's to GT3's.
We will have slide show of the vehicles discussed and talk about what makes them
collectable (Hint: its not just age). We will also discuss current Porsche values, which have
been changing rapidly, as well as the best way to go about selling your Porsche. Join us
in May to see if your Porsche has increased in value.

We’ll have complementary pizza, wings beer and wine!
Our Monthly Meetings are held at Bung’s Tavern,
2031 Rt. 130 S, Burlington, NJ
We usually gather for snacks and cocktails at 6:30
and the meeting starts at 7.
For driving directions go to:
http://bungstavern.net/
Contact VP and Program Chair Mike Bono
if you have an idea for a Monthly Meeting or other
event. vp@schattenbaum.org

Visit us on the web: www.schattenbaum.org
Seen any cool cars lately? If you have recent Porsche-related
pictures, whether or not they’re from a recent Schattenbaum
event, please consider submitting them with descriptions for the
website and Schattenbaum’s Facebook page. Send full size photos
as attachments to webmaster@schattenbaum.org
Did you know Schattenbaum is on Facebook?
Visit us on Facebook and post something.

The Schattenbaum web site, it’s about to get a facelift!

Please join us at our annual Spring Dinner Social on Saturday,
April 1st at Tarantella's in Medford, NJ.
We will start at 6:00pm with hors d’oeuvres followed by
a family style dinner and dessert.
THE CLUB WILL PROVIDE BEER AND WINE!

Here is Tarantella's website : http://www.tarantellaristorante.com

The price
per person
is just $30!

Please send your reservation form with payment
(check or money order) to:
Claudia Debusmann
30 Constitution Drive
Southampton NJ 08088

Reservations must be received no later than March 25th.
Sorry, reservations via phone or e-mail are not accepted.

If you have questions call or e-mail Claudia:
(609)-714-9049 pcdebusmann@comcast.net
Reservation for Schattenbaum’s 2017 Spring Dinner Social, April 1st
Name____________________________________________$30 Phone #_________________________
Name____________________________________________$30

Total enclosed: $

Make checks payable to “Schattenbaum Region PCA”

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Jack Fowler

Its March and spring is in the air…
Welcome Schattenbaum members. I don’t know
about you, but in my opinion the less snow we have,
the better! So far, this winter has been living up to my
expectations, but as we all know, the groundhog said
there would be six more weeks of winter, so anything
is possible. Since we live in the Northeast part of the
country, even if
we don’t get all
the snow
locally, we have
the luxury of
being able to
drive just a few
hours to find
some great
places to snow
board or ski to
get all the
winter fun
needed,
without all the
shoveling and
digging out!
I prefer to look
forward to the
start of the
cruising and
racing season
for 2017 as we
begin to add
more tasks to our already busy schedules. I hope that
this somewhat warmer weather pattern gets us all
motivated to get a jump on preparing our cars for the
2017 season. Maybe this note will serve as a reminder
to make your “to- do” list now to better plan your
spring start up.
In case you are wondering where to begin, I have seen
quite a few documented ways suggesting how to
unwrap your Porsche from the winter. If you google
“Porsche spring start up” you will find plenty to read.
For my cars that I continue to drive in the winter, the
one thing I have found to be annoying is the liquid
“brine” they put on the roads to help de-ice the roads.

Some of my wheels have become pitted and
discolored over the years, especially the center caps. I
have noticed this with all car manufacturers, not just
Porsche. I have been spending more time washing
some of those wheels more often when brine is
applied to help prevent the damage. I know what you
are thinking,
and yes, I am
probably
driving
myself crazy,
but it is
annoying as it
has
discolored
the wheels. I
prefer to
prevent the
damage
rather than
have to fix it
later, so
performing
all the prep
and spring
startup items
is something I
like to do to
help my cars
retain their
value and
continue to run great for a long time to come.
For now let’s focus on welcoming in our spring season,
and remember our March DE and Spring Social are
coming up quickly, so register now! As always, if there
is anything Porsche related that you have questions
on or trying to solve, feel free to reach out to the
Schattenbaum board members. The Schattenbaum
family is always here for all of our members, and
chances are pretty good that someone has the
knowledge and is willing to share.
So enjoy the start of a new season, enjoy your
preparations, and as always, drive safely.

Concours Corner
Mike Sokoloff

Spring is just around the bend
Touch wood, so far the winter has been very mild
(could have taken a bike ride the other day when
the February temp hit 68) even though we just
got an inch or two of snow yesterday as I write
this article. That’s a beautiful thing when the
weather geniuses called for 4-8 inches. They
should just say we have no earthly idea how
much snow is coming. All they care about is that
you watch the local news all day and night and go
to the grocery store like zombies. Anyhow, we
Suds-ing it up at Mike Bono’s shop in Sewell. The 2015 Car Care Clinic.
are in the home stretch, the days are growing
longer and we can look forward to getting our
cars in prime shine condition.
th

Our first Concours event is the Car Care Clinic on March 25 at our new VP Mike Bono’s shop down in Sewell - it is always a
fun time and in our annual tradition we’ll be providing lunch for the attendees! And they say there’s no such thing as a free
lunch. Check the event schedule for exact address and make sure to map it before you go – it’s not the easiest place to find.
st

Mark your calendars for May 21 for the most competitive Concours competition of the year, which will return to the Almathea
Winery where you can take a tour, taste several whites and reds from their vineyard and have a nice lunch (heavily subsidized
by Schattenbaum). Registration instructions will be in the next newsletter and on-line.
See you at an upcoming monthly meeting or concours event. I can’t wait to start running the hose…

Scott Crawford - Our New Membership Chair
I'm Scott Crawford, Schattenbaum Region’s new Membership Chair. February
2017 will be my 10 year anniversary in the club and as a Porsche owner. On
Super Bowl Sunday - 2007, I bought my 1985 Guards Red 911 Carrera Targa. In
2015, I bought my second Porsche, a 2000 Boxster in Arena Red. During my
tenure with the club, I've participated in one DE event at NJ Motorsport Park,
and have attended a number of social events, including cars & coffee, wine
tours, Oktoberfest and the Christmas social.
My wife Stephanie and I have lived in Columbus, NJ since 2013 (South
Brunswick before that). I've worked for AT&T as a computer architect for 32
years. My wife and I combine with 6 children (3 from her, 3 from me). Beside
Porsches, my interests are travel, hiking and bicycle riding.
NOTE:

Bob Stine

It might be the end of football season, but that means it’s the start of the 2017 racing season. The first big event was the Rolex
24 at Daytona on January 28 - 29, and Schattenbaum members were on hand to see Porsche debut the new 911 RSR. No
fewer than 10 Schattenbaum members were reported in the stands and nearby ‘establishments’.
Schattenbaumers enjoying the 2017 Daytona 24 Hour Race. Photo by Hoyt Amidon

The Rolex 24 is the first event in the IMSA Weathertech Sports Car Championship, offering 24 hours of non-stop racing. It
features cars from 4 categories that range from prototypes and the pro-driven GTLM cars like the RSR to pro-am nearly stock
cars. Stock cars, that is, if you can think of an amped-up Lamborghini Huracan or 911 Cup as a stock car. The racetrack
combines the famous steep, banked turns with a twisting infield layout. There’s nothing quite like watching – and hearing –
these beasts thunder down the front straight at close to 200 mph, then dive into a flat, narrow turn.

The race started on a cool, dry track, but it wasn’t long before
rain settled in for the night. Dawn the next day found Cadillac
prototypes leading the way and a great duel continuing among
the GTLM cars from Porsche, Ferrari, Ford and Chevrolet. The
competitors stayed close all night and right down to the last lap
– the leaders in the top two categories were within a second of
each other after 659 laps. Then the racing got really close. The
second-place Cadillac prototype spun out the leading Cadillac in
the corner at the end of the front straight on the final lap to
take the win, and a Ford GT led the new 911 RSR by less than a
second across the finish line.
If this sounds like a good time, then come join us next year and
enjoy the show. There’s nothing like being there.

David Finkelstein

My first, and likely only, Porsche experience in its homeland.

Growing up in the ‘70s and ‘80s in Minnesota, my bedroom walls represented all things important in my life. Posters
of The Who, The Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin, Kiss, and of course, various cars covered up all the crazy,
psychedelic wallpaper my parents let me pick to make my room unique to me.
While I obviously had the prerequisite Lamborghini Countach poster next to my Cheryl Ladd and Farrah Fawcett
pics, the cars that mattered to me most were Porsches. The 911 and its variants took the main stage, strategically
placed for the best viewing, but so did the 1982 944; the car I vowed to own one day as 911s were too expensive.
I distinctly remember visiting Carousel Porsche (now Porsche Minneapolis) in Golden Valley, Minnesota in my teens
and seeing a Guards Red 911 Targa with a sticker price of $35,000. My mind was BLOWN. “How can anyone
afford this car??” I recall asking myself. Years later I realized that, much like New Jersey property taxes, if you think
the price is high, it is, but you find a way to make it work and pay the bill.
I wasn’t able to acquire any Porsche until 2010, when I set a budget and searched far and wide for “the latest-model
911” I could afford, as that was the mantra repeated most often to me when I asked other’s opinions. I found a
special 2006, Seal Grey 911 Carrera 4S with the X51 Power kit from a dealer in Kentucky and had it shipped to my
here in South Jersey. With 381 horsepower, the car was a dream realized. Even better, I was able to contact the
original owner, who has become a constant email friend now, and we’re able to share our love for and obsession
with various cars. Knowing him would be fortuitous when thoughts of replacing the ‘06 began entering my mind in
2013.
Continued >>

2006 Porsche 911
Carrera 4S with
X51 Powerkit
My friend who
lived outside of
Kentucky in
Indiana had a
2010, 6-speed 911
Turbo. It was fairly
rare to find a
manual
transmission 997.2
Turbo, and his car,
painted Arctic
Silver with factorypainted body
extensions, sea
blue interior, clear
LED tail lights, and
white dials had
enough design flair to be classy without being tacky. 500 horsepower wasn’t so bad either. My friend was first in
line to get the new (at the time) 2014 991 Turbo, so his had to go. We were able to trade in my ‘06 for his 2010,
which he traded in on the 2014...Confusing, but it went down really easily and the same Kentucky dealership shipped
his 2010 to me, and took back the ‘06.
Funny enough, I had tried to sell the car on my own. A young man from Utah called about it days before it was to be
shipped back to Louisville, so I hooked him up with the dealer in Kentucky and they sold it to him. All three of us got
very lucky with such special cars.
2010 Porsche 911
Turbo
The 911 Turbo may be
the perfect car. With the
same winter
wheels/tires set I had
used only a bit for the
‘06, I was able to drive it
in any weather. In fact,
my middle son and I
once drove it to Stowe,
Vermont in January, and
I have a video of me
hooning around in it in a
large, empty parking lot
during a major winter
snowstorm a few years
ago.
Continued >>

That car was as at home on the track as it was in the WalMart parking lot hauling necessities, or on snow covered
roads. I had no desire to part with it, even though a few of its traits I would have changed. Namely, I missed the
raucous sound of my ‘06 and its Powerkit. The Turbo was CRAZY fast, but it sounded like a Hoover vacuum...a
powerful vacuum, but not the racecar sound I was looking for. I thought about changing its exhaust, but I prefer
stock. I loved its steering feel, and prefer the weight and feel of the steering in AWD Porsches compared to their
RWD compatriots, but the car was a bit heavy; powerful and mighty, but heavy. I actually kept thinking of that
1980s-era Targa I mentioned above. In a perfect world I could have both, but that wasn’t to be. First world
problems…
A patient of mine who had moved out of state has a serious Porsche problem...as in, she trades in a Porsche and
procures a new one every two years or so. It’s the kind of problem I’d like to have, but I prefer (and am forced to)
hold onto my cars longer. She (obviously) has a great relationship with her dealer in Pennsylvania. I figured I’d ask
her if I could contact her dealer by mentioning her name as a reference. I had read about a 911-engined Cayman
and was intrigued...
The 911 is the quintessential Porsche, and has a timeless look that I hope never changes too much, but something
about the rumored rawness in this Cayman variant had me looking at my Turbo a bit differently. In this world of
automatic transmissions, automated chassis controls, rear-wheel steering, and more, I hankered for a modern
throwback. The GT4 was the car for me, even if it had “only” 385hp. It might be my only chance at configuring a
new Porsche, so even though I wanted to keep the Turbo too, that wouldn’t be an option. I decided it would be a
worthwhile trade for me, assuming it would even happen.
Literally, the first view of my 2016 Porsche Cayman GT4. The man in the
photo, Harald, is the Porsche representative introducing me to the car.

I was able to get my name on
the list, then six months later got
“the call” to order the car as
someone had dropped off the
list. It would take about six
months to arrive, which put it
right around the time of my
oldest son’s high school
graduation...I began to think,
“I’ve heard about European
Delivery, I wonder if I could do
this?”.
Taking European delivery of
your car is much easier than you
might think. While my dealer
seemed a bit reluctant initially, I
called Porsche Cars North America in Atlanta myself, and found the people there very enthusiastic about the entire
process. Once confirmed I filled out all the necessary details and delivery date was set. I was to pick up the car in
Zuffenhausen on June 27, 2016. The timing couldn’t have been better. My son, who was able to accompany me on
this once-in-a-lifetime experience, would be off to the University of Texas two months later. Sharing it with him made
this bucket-list trip infinitely more special.
Continued >>

Beyond the flights, the actual experience is paid for by the Porsche dealer, who then gets a desirable, extra vehicle
(non GT-car, though) to sell. Porsche provides one night’s stay in Stuttgart with transportation, lunch, factory tour,
and Porsche museum tickets included. If one chooses to pick up their vehicle in Leipzig, one gets track time in their
equivalent car, whether it be on the race track, or an off-road course for the Cayennes and Macans produced there.
With my love of history and cars, combining the two meant Zuffenhausen was where I wanted to go.
As you would expect, everything runs like clockwork in Zuffenhausen, and after our breakfast and delivery at the
“house”, as they call the factory, we were off for a quick week driving to Geneva, Monaco, Lake Como, and back to
Germany in our actual GT4. Experiencing the GT4 on the Autobahn and on twisty Italian roads was simply amazing.
Because our plans took us south, I wasn’t able to drive on the Nurburgring, but hope to one day.
While memories fade over time, the hundreds of pictures I took, and the photobook I made for me and my son will
always remind me of this incredible experience. If you ever have the chance to purchase a new Porsche, I can’t
recommend European Delivery enough. Seeing how your car is built and driving it on its native roads increases your
connection to it.

My son in front of the first delivered
non-silver or white 911R. Its German
owner took delivery the same day we
got ours.

Fueling the car for the first time, in
Lucerne. There’s a reason why
Europeans primarily drive small cars
and diesels...gasoline is EXPENSIVE!

Continued >>

Switzerland is simply
beautiful. Everywhere
we looked stopped here,
I thought Julie Andrews
was going to run down
the hills twirling and
singing, with doves
circling and cooing
around her.

Drop off time back at the factory. This kind
man inspected the car before we left it for
shipment to the United States. The car
arrived at the dealer prepped and as new
about 6 weeks later.

My parting shot. Porsche
gave us tickets to their
museum, which was simply
incredible. Whether you
choose European Delivery or
not, I highly recommend
seeing both the Porsche
Museum and the Mercedes
Benz Museum, also in
Stuttgart.

VIEW FROM THE RAIL
Bob Helm

The season begins…

Few warm weather sports start their season in January;
fortunately sports car racing is the exception. The IMSA pro
racing starts the end of January with the Daytona 24 HR
weekend, followed soon after by other pro series and Club
races. Daytona was a very successful weekend for Porsche
this year with a Second place finish in the 24 with the brand
new “mid-engine” 991 RSR along with a First Place in the GTD
class with the Alegra Motorsports team’s 911 (that included a
Father/Son team with the youngest 24 /winner on the tenth
anniversary of his father’s first win in the 24). Even stronger
finish in the Continental Sports Car Challenge where the
Bodymotion Cayman GT4 team of Trent Hindman and
Cameron Cassels finished first in the GS class with GT4’s with
other GT4 Club finishing 2, 3, 4 and 6th and in STa trio of
Cayman’s finishing 2, 3 and 4th. A very good weekend and
start to the new seasons that saw new manufacturers and
cars added to the grid.
PCA Club racing starts it season of 30 plus races at
Sebring a week later. Most Club Races draw a local group of
drivers but some tracks, due to their history and prestige
draw from a national, even international pool. Sebring is one
of those tracks and of course the temperatures in the 70’s in
February don’t hurt attendance. Combining a DE and Auto X
with the CR Sebring often draws in excess of 400 drivers. Hard
to find a State not represented on the entry list. Of course all
the East and Gulf coast states are represented along with a
large contingent from Florida but also from Wisconsin,
Michigan and several Canadian Provinces. The 48 Hours of
Sebring’s name came not from the number of hours of racing
but from the fact that it was a two day event. The event now

is a 4 day event with a one day test and tune, one day of
practice concluding with two days of racing.
Sebring was one of the first race tracks in the US using a
converted WWII bomber base in central part of south Florida
built in 1941used as a training base for the Boeing B17 and
named Hendricks Army Air Field. The first races started in
1950 four years after the base was closed. Sebring is also
used today as a regional airport. As the home of the IMSA 12
Hour race it is the site of many Porsche victories both overall
and class wins, Porsche is the marque with the most overall
victories. It was also the site for the first US Grand Prix in
1959. This year marks the 65th running of the 12 Hour race.
For Schattenbaumers it is about an 1100 mile trip one way.
While many Club Racers will tow and service their own race
cars for events far from home most chose the Arrive and
Drive approach where a shop like Provost or Bodymotion will
transport and provide trackside service or use a commercial
transporter and a servicing shop at the track for support. This
year our contingent was a little smaller than in years past
consisting of David Dunigan, Ann Deane, Sean Gibbons (all
racing Spec Boxster Class), Daniel Dorman (2006 Carrera
GTB3) and Eric Mies (2006 GT3 Cup GTC4). Sean had recently
relocated to Texas but still list Schattenbaum on his
registration. Unlike DE events where run groups are based on
driver experience in CR groups are based on the car and if fits
Prepared or Stock standards.
Continued next page >>

HELM continued

All classes require full safety equipment for car and driver and vary in what modifications are allowed. There are seven Spec
classes which are the limited to specific models with very specific modifications allowed. There are Spec classes for 944 (three
classes), 911 (air-cooled), Boxster (986), 996 and Cayman. Spec classes tend to be less expensive to buy, prepare and race due
to the age of the models and limited modifications. Added this year is the Vintage series for models that are older and less
competitive in the existing CR classes and are run as separate events. Spec classes usually have the most number of entries and
are very competitive.
No prize money for any races and trophies can vary
from nice to a certificate or sticker but the reward is the
competition and track time. The object is to have fun.
A few years ago they did add a national championship
to show recognition to those who had shown
excellence in a number of events and trophies that are
awarded at the National Awards Dinner held at the
Sebring CR. Awards are also made for Workers Choice
and Hard Charger. The Hard Charger, which was won by
Dave Dunigan in his Sprint race, is awarded to the
driver with the greatest improvement from starting
positon to finish. Workers Choice is a highly coveted
award voted on by the Corner Workers for each individual race.
Race weekends consist of one or more Sprint Races and some races also include an Enduro Race. Our Schattenbaum
Showdown, Aug 18-20, consists of three Sprint Races and an Enduro for all classes along with an Advanced DE (for those in the
higher run groups not requiring instructors. Not all individual races count for National Championship points and I will go over
that in a future article.

Tour to Porsche Swap Meet in Hershey, PA
What: Driving tour
When: April 22nd at 7:45 am
Where: Meet at Bung’s Tavern, Florence, NJ

Join us for our spring tour to the Porsche-only swap meet
in Hershey, PA, the largest show of its kind with over
1000 Porsches. Will have reserved parking and food is

available on the premise.
There will be one starting point for this tour: Bung's Tavern.

Estimated driving time is 2 hours. To avoid traffic, we will start our caravan at 7:45 am. If you have questions
please contact Andres at: tour@schattenbaum.org.

The 911 RS America
Dan Petchel
I’d like to highlight one of Porsche’s limited
production cars of the past. The RS America came
out in the spring of 1992 as a1993 model. It was
lighter than the normal 964 with light weight
door panels, no power steering, 965 Turbo
suspension with Mo30 shocks and a wheel
upgraded to Cup 1 17”. It came only in a coupe
version with just with four options: LTD, AC,
Special Radio and sun roof. The car also came
equipped with a rear storage box in 1993. All cars had a rear fixed spoiler similar to the 3.2 Carrera. Black
sport seat had cloth inlays. Choice of seat belt colors was also given with most chosen being red. All standard
and optional body colors were available. It was made for the track and most found the track. There were 701
made in two model years. I am lucky enough to have two RSA’s in my collection.

Fred Pack

You Really Should Try a Day on the Track
Since you’re reading this in Schatten Rappen’ it’s a pretty good bet that you have a Porsche.
Many of Schattenbaum’s members participate in our DE (Driver Education) events but many
more don’t. This article is aimed primarily at those non-participants. Long-time Rappen’ readers
may recognize this article because it is very similar to one I wrote in the past. The reason for the
duplication is that there are many new (and old) members who have never had the joy of a
track day and I want to let them know what they have been missing.
I have been writing these “Pack at the Track” columns for years and mostly I concentrate on
track driving technique so that track-interested readers can learn how to go faster safely on the
track. This article focuses on the neglected, much larger group – those who haven’t taken
Contact Fred by email:
themselves and their Porsche to a DE day. I want to start by proselytizing: You are missing one
fhp911@gmail.com
of life’s great joys – the fun, excitement and thrill of driving on a race track in your wonderful
Porsche and sharing the experience with like-minded P-car people. I can’t properly convey in words all the sensations you’ll
experience so I can only hope that my enthusiasm will cause readers who haven’t had a track day to sign-up for one of
Schattenbaum’s many DE events in 2017. The rest of this article discusses Things You Should Know.

Things You Should Know
DE events are non-competition. You go at your own pace; no one will pass you unless you give them a signal that you are
comfortable being passed at that moment. You will have a qualified instructor in the car with you to guide you throughout the
day. Schattenbaum has an excellent Beginner’s Guide To Driver’s Education. It is well worth reading. It is now the off-season –
It’s the perfect time to be thinking about 2017. If you haven’t driven your Porsche on a race track, now’s the time to be getting
ready.
When are DE events and how do I sign-up? The Schattenbaum track schedule is available on our website . There are 7 events
on the 2017 schedule – 6 of them at New Jersey Motorsports Park (NJMP), and 1 at Summit Point, West Virginia, which is a 4
hour drive from central New Jersey. All registration is done online at www.motorsportreg.com and if you have any questions
about the process, simply shoot an email to the Jon Schepps, our Track Registrar: registrar@schattenbaum.org. Each event has
a registration closing day: you must register by that date. Sometimes events are sold-out and Instructor availability can be an
issue so it is even more important for new drivers to register early.
Your Porsche is ready for the track if it has been properly maintained. However, there is one possible exception; special
requirements for convertibles having to do with roll bars. Please check the inspection form for convertible-specific rules as
they vary by model and year. You will not harm your Porsche in any way by driving it on the track! People often express
concern that track driving will hurt their beautiful car. PCA requires that all DE entrants get their cars safety-inspected
(‘teched’) before each event. This is a service provided by Schattenbaum’s approved local Porsche dealers (info available on
the website); or you can have it done by independent mechanics. Some shops charge a nominal fee, some don’t. Also,
Schattenbaum generally offers a Tech Day a few weeks prior to each event where you can have your car inspected for free.
Bring a blank copy of the Schattenbaum Safety Inspection Form (available on the website) to the inspection and be sure to
have the people fill it out and put their stamp on it. Do this a while in advance of the event because there isn’t much time
between the Tech-day and the DE event to repair any issues which are observed. Your Porsche does not need any special
parts or alignment or anything to give you a wonderful track experience. If it’s in good shape it is ready to go.
You will need a helmet. Helmets must be “Snell approved” and their sticker must say 2010 or 2015. I recommend the full-face
type, but it is not required. Other than the helmet you don’t need anything special. Many drivers prefer to have driving gloves
and a neck brace but these are not required and can be obtained later, if you decide to get more serious about DE. You’ll have
to wear long pants and a long-sleeve shirt – no polyester; it is a fire hazard. Sometimes, if it is very hot, short sleeves are
permitted. Sneakers are better than shoes. I strongly suggest sunglasses. A folding chair is very useful. Bring water. Depending
upon the season it may get very hot or very cold, or even both. Be sure to bring coats, sweatshirts, etc if it seems like it might
be cold. Track events start early each day – usually 7am – so it may be quite cold and damp. Be prepared for rain with suitable
hats, coats, etc and a tarp or two to cover your stuff. You will be removing EVERYTHING from your car so it is best to remove
what you don’t need and leave it at home. I always have a few towels with me, just in case.
Continued next page >
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You’ll want a folding chair, cooler and some snacks. Some of the tracks, such as Summit Point and NJMP, have food stands.
Others, such as Watkins Glen, may not, but there are lunch places in town nearby.
How the day unfolds
It’s a good idea to be at the track when the gates open since there’s quite a lot to do before the event begins and you’ll want
to be ready on time. At the gate you’ll have to sign the track’s liability waiver – yes, unfortunately accidents do happen and the
track assumes no responsibility. After you have made your way to the paddock area, you must go to Registration, where you’ll
sign Schattenbaum’s liability waiver (you have to sign both) and be assigned to a “run group”. Drivers are assigned to run
groups based on their level of track experience. Then, go back to your car and empty out everything from the cabin (including
the floor mats!) and trunk. Next, take your helmet and completed tech form and drive your car to the Tech Line where your car
and helmet will get a quick safety going-over by experienced and helpful Schattenbaum volunteers. They will help to ensure
your car is track-ready and can reassure you that your car is prepared and in safe working order. Safety inspections confirm
your car is safe for you to drive and safe for it to be among the other drivers on the track with you. If you’ve been told the
name of your instructor, try to find him/her and introduce yourself. If not, your instructor will find you at some point before
your first track session.
The most important thing is to relax and let yourself have fun. There is a lot going on at a track day and the track experience is
very intense, so it’s easy to get stressed. Concentrate on being relaxed so that you can soak it all in and enjoy your day. Your
instructor and the class sessions you’ll attend will tell you what you need to know out on the track in order to have a safe and
fun time.

Key things to keep in mind when you go onto the track
Be smooth. This is the most important thing of all. Do not be abrupt on any of the controls. There’s an old saying about
pretending there’s an egg between your shoe and the gas pedal. You don’t want to break the egg. Same goes for the brake. As
for steering, be gentle with the wheel. The reason for this emphasis on smoothness is that the car becomes unsettled for a
moment whenever you change its current motion. Then it takes a ‘set’ and operates as you want. If you are on-again-off-again
with the controls the car is never ‘comfortable’ so you can’t be confident at the helm.
Learn the line. The first thing to learn on the track is the line. This is the path through the turns which maximizes the speed
and safety potential. At most events, cones are placed at the locations of turn initiation (“turn-in”), apex, and turn completion
(“track-out”). You will attend classroom sessions during your day, which explain the concepts of the line for the track you are
on in detail and your instructor will also devote much of the time with you to describe it. Equally important is being consistent.
Do not try to break the lap record. The quickest way to make a mess of your experience is to rush into trying to go fast right
away. All kinds of things can go wrong with that approach. You will have a full day or two at the track with lots of track time, so
take your time and be patient. Track driving is not easy to do well. Nobody expects to hit a 72 on their first golf outing but
novice drivers often feel that they can go just as fast as those with much more experience. You cannot. Take it easy and learn
the basics; then come back for more track events as you get hooked by our wonderful hobby.
I’m now about to waste some ink: I absolutely expect many of my readers to ignore what I’m about to say here, but I’ll say it
anyway. Your Porsche, whatever model it is, is an excellent track car. There is no need to be “improving” it right away. The
stock suspension is fine for you as you are learning. The motor has plenty of power. The tires have lots of grip (unless they are
ready to be replaced due to wear in which case they should be replaced anyway). Your emphasis at your first few DE events
should be on you, not the car.
Even more ink is about to be wasted: Do not start thinking about getting a GT3 or 911 Turbo. These cars can actually impede
your learning progress because they have so much power that the car often masks your errors – you think you’re driving well
when its really only the vehicle that is giving you the speed, not your abilities.
I’m looking forward to seeing some new faces at our DE events. Please look me up in the paddock and feel free to contact me
at the email address above if you have any track questions.

Dan Petchel

Club Car Update: The Milk Crate

Help Petch and Mike build this project car using
Survey Monkey –
just follow this link to 3 easy questions and see what
other members picked:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/XX3X39J

Like many Porsche enthusiasts, you have gone for the lung
shot as we used to say. While choosing options for the car build
you have gone for the 3.6 Motor ($20,000), 930 brakes ($5,500) and Bilstein performance suspension package ($5,000). As you
can see, that is over $30,000 and we don’t even have a car to hang the stuff on.
Remember we expect to pay $9,000 in paint and there is lots more to buy before we complete the build. At this rate the
interior will consist of the driver sitting on a milk crate.
We may have to re-shuffle the deck to keep in line with our budget. There are no choices for you to make this month but if
you have not seen the options from the last issue take a look at the Survey Monkey link above. We’ll keep you posted.

